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Abstract

Changes in synaptic connections are considered essential for learning and memory formation1–6. 

However, it is unknown how neural circuits undergo continuous synaptic changes during learning 

while maintaining lifelong memories. Here we show, by following postsynaptic dendritic spines 

over time in the mouse cortex7–8, that learning and novel sensory experience lead to spine 

formation and elimination by a protracted process. The extent of spine remodelling correlates with 

behavioural improvement after learning, suggesting a crucial role of synaptic structural plasticity 

in memory formation and storage. Importantly, a small fraction of new spines induced by novel 

experience, together with most spines formed early during development and surviving experience-

dependent elimination, are preserved throughout the entire life of an animal. These studies indicate 

that learning and daily sensory experience leave minute but permanent marks on cortical 

connections and suggest that lifelong memories are stored in largely stably connected synaptic 

networks.

One remarkable feature of the mammalian brain is its capacity to integrate new information 

throughout life while stably maintaining memories. Coincident with these two seemingly 

mutually exclusive attributes of the brain are plasticity and stability of synaptic 

connections1–11. It is well-established that the strength and number of synaptic connections 

can undergo rapid and extensive changes after sensory alterations and learning throughout 

life1,2,4,6,9,12–19. On the other hand, recent studies have shown that dendritic spines, the 

postsynaptic sites of excitatory synapses, are remarkably stable in adult life7–9. Therefore, 

synaptic connections are not only capable of undergoing rapid changes in response to new 

experience but also can serve as substrates for long-term information storage. However, it 

remains unknown how and to what degree synapses reorganize during learning and how 

such reorganization is transformed into lifelong memories.

To address these questions, we used transcranial two-photon microscopy to examine how 

fluorescently labelled dendritic spines of layer V pyramidal neurons in the mouse cortex are 
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altered and maintained in response to skill learning or novel sensory experience7,20–22. We 

first examined spine dynamics in the primary motor cortex after motor skill learning on an 

accelerated rotarod20,23 (see Methods). In this rotarod learning task, animals changed their 

gait pattern and learned specific movement strategies beyond simply running quickly23. In 

the forelimb area of the motor cortex, rotarod training over 2 days leads to a significant 

increase (~5–7%) in spine formation in both young (1 month of age) and adult (>4 months) 

mice (P < 0.001; Fig. 1a–f and Supplementary Table). The increased spine formation was 

not observed in mice subjected to running similar distances on a slowly rotating rotarod and 

was region specific, occurring in the forelimb motor cortex but not in the barrel cortex (Fig. 

1f). Notably, after being trained for 2 days, spine formation over the next 2 days remained 

significantly higher if mice were trained with a different type of motor task (reverse 

running) than if mice were subjected to the same type of training or no training (P < 0.005; 

Fig. 1a, g). Thus, motor learning experience, not just physical exercise, induces rapid spine 

formation within 2 days in the primary motor cortex.

To further understand experience-dependent spine plasticity, we examined the impact of 

novel sensory experience on spine formation in the barrel cortex, the primary somatosensory 

area for whisker sensation, by switching animals from a standard housing environment (SE) 

to an enriched environment (EE) (see Methods). When either young or adult mice were 

switched from SE to EE, spine formation over 1–2 days was significantly (~5%) higher than 

that under SE (Fig. 1a, h; P < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 1). After being housed in an EE for 

2 days, spine formation over the next 2 days remained significantly higher if mice were 

housed in a different EE than if mice were switched from EE to SE (P < 0.005; Fig. 1i). 

Notably, sensory deprivation by whisker trimming prevented the increase in spine formation 

associated with EE over 2 days (P > 0.2; Fig. 1h). Thus, novel sensory whisker experience, 

not simply exploratory activity of the animals under EE, induces new spine formation in the 

barrel cortex. It is worth mentioning that regardless of animals’ ages, neither EE nor motor 

learning increased the number of new dendritic filopodia, spine precursors7,8,24, over 2 days 

(Supplementary Fig. 2). Together, these findings indicate that at different stages of animals’ 

lives, learning and novel sensory experience induce rapid and extensive spine formation in 

functionally relevant cortical regions.

To gain insights into the functional significance of new spines, we examined the 

maintenance of new spines under various conditions (with or without skill learning, housed 

under EE or SE). We found that regardless of the animals’ ages or conditions, a small 

fraction of new spines formed over 2 days remained over next 2 weeks while most new 

spines (>75%) were eliminated (Fig. 2a–c and Supplementary Fig. 3). Interestingly, a 

significantly larger fraction of new spines lasted over 2 weeks when the mice were trained 

for 4–14 consecutive days than when they were trained for only 2 days (P < 0.05; Fig. 2b). 

Similarly, a larger fraction of new spines remained if mice continued to stay in the EE than 

if they were switched from EE to SE or stayed under EE but with their whiskers trimmed 

(Fig. 2c). Thus, although new spines are rapidly induced by novel experience (Fig. 1f, h), 

only a small fraction of them are maintained over weeks by a protracted process facilitated 

by persistent experience.
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Many lines of evidence suggest that functional reorganization of mammalian cortex 

associated with motor and sensory training consists of a fast phase (within an individual 

training session) and a slow phase (between training sessions)22,25. The improvement of 

performance between sessions reaches a plateau over days to weeks and can persist for 

months to years20,22,23,25. The survival of a fraction of new spines for weeks suggests that 

they may be important for slow-phase learning and memory retention. Indeed, we found that 

the proportion of new spines that were formed within the first 2 days and remained at day 7 

highly correlated with the retention of learned motor skills, as quantified by the average 

running speed that mice mastered on an accelerated rotarod (r = 0.93; Fig. 2d and 

Supplementary Fig. 4). In contrast, the extent of new spines accumulated from the beginning 

of training until day 7 did not correlate with motor skill performance (r = −0.13; Fig. 2e), 

underscoring the importance of experience-specific spine formation rather than increased 

spine turnover in general. The strong correlation between maintained new spines and slow-

phase learning suggests that new spines are important for the reorganization of cortical 

circuits that underlie new motor skills. Furthermore, because a fraction of new spines 

induced by novel sensory experience are maintained, they may be important for receptive 

field reorganization in barrel cortex and contribute to whisker-based decision making2,26.

In addition to promoting synapse formation, experience plays an important role in 

eliminating excessive and imprecise synaptic connections formed early during 

development3–6,9. To understand experience-dependent synaptic remodelling better, we 

examined the elimination of early formed spines in young mice subjected to motor training 

or exposed to EE. We found that in 1-month-old mice, neither motor training nor novel 

sensory experience increased the elimination of existing spines or filopodia over 2 days in 

motor or barrel cortex (P > 0.4; Fig. 3a, b and Supplementary Fig. 2). However, a significant 

increase in spine elimination (~4.5%) was observed in motor cortex when mice were 

subjected to training for 7–14 days (P < 0.05; Fig. 3a). Similarly, more spines were 

eliminated in barrel cortex if mice continued to stay in EE for 7–30 days than if they were 

switched from EE to SE or stayed under EE but with their whiskers trimmed (P < 0.05; Fig. 

3b). Furthermore, we found that the elimination of spines that have existed for at least 2 

days was increased by new experience over 4–5 days (P < 0.05; Fig. 3c). Because the spines 

in this pool have likely all made synaptic contacts with axonal terminals15,24, these results 

suggest that new experience leads to the pruning of existing synapses and could cause 

significant functional changes in cortical circuits. Indeed, we found that 1 week after motor 

training, motor performance strongly correlated with the degree of spine elimination (r = 

0.94; Fig. 3d). Thus, motor learning and novel sensory experience involve not only new 

spine formation but also permanent removal of connections established early in life 

(Supplementary Fig. 5).

Although the above findings are consistent with the general notion that structural synaptic 

plasticity is critical for learning and memory, they raise a fundamental issue about how 

ongoing experience-induced synaptic reorganization can be reconciled with the stability 

needed to support lifelong memories. To address this issue, we first examined whether new 

spines could be maintained over a lifetime. If a significant number of new spines could last 

throughout an animal’s lifespan, they could directly contribute to permanent memory 
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storage. Otherwise, lifelong memory storage cannot rely on these new spines and may 

involve continuous rewiring of synaptic networks.

To distinguish between these possibilities, we examined the survival of new spines over 

many months in motor and barrel cortices. We found that ~4–5% of new spines formed over 

2 days persisted for at least 3 months in motor cortex (2 of 42 spines formed after 2-day 

training) and for at least 5 months in barrel cortex (2 of 50 new spines). Thus, a tiny fraction 

of daily formed new spines (~0.2% of the total spines) could persist for 3–5 months. 

Because it is difficult to measure directly and accurately a small fraction of new spines 

surviving over many months, we estimated long-term survival of new spines based on the 

fact that the accumulation of new spines depends on the formation rate of new spines and 

their survival fraction (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Information 1). Because the rate of spine 

formation is relatively constant throughout adult life (Supplementary Fig. 6) and the survival 

fraction of new spines is comparable under constant environment (Figs 2b, c and 5), we 

found that our direct measurement of new spine accumulation over time in barrel cortex can 

be best fitted by three exponential components with time constants of ~1.5 days, ~1–2 

months and ~73–80 months, respectively (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Information 1). The 

first two exponential components suggest that most daily formed spines have an average 

lifetime of ~1.5 days and a small fraction have an average lifetime of ~1–2 months. 

Importantly, the third component suggests that ~0.8% of daily formed new spines have an 

average lifetime of ~80 months under SE and ~73 months under EE (Fig. 4a and 

Supplementary Information 1). Because the degree of spine formation and the survival of 

new spines are comparable between motor and barrel cortices, a similar degree of daily 

generated new spines in motor cortex are also expected to last over the entire life of an 

animal.

Based on the survival function of new spines and ~5–7% spine formation over 2 days under 

EE or motor learning conditions (Fig. 1), we estimated that the number of new spines 

formed over 2 days and persisting at the end of life would be ~0.04% of the total spines in 

motor or barrel cortex (assuming the mouse lifespan is ~36 months; Supplementary 

Information 2). Given the large quantity of spines in the mouse cortex, the number of 

learning-induced and subsequently maintained new spines could be ~2 × 106, sufficiently 

many to have a significant and lifelong impact on neural network functions and an animal’s 

behaviour27,28 (Supplementary Information 2).

Although a fraction of daily generated spines persist and could directly contribute to lifelong 

memory storage, it is important to note that they represent a minute portion (~0.04%) of the 

total spine population at the end of an animal’s life and likely have their impact on the 

animal’s behaviour in the context of existing circuitry rather than acting alone. Because the 

pruning of existing spines is an important aspect of learning (Fig. 3), this raises the question 

of whether early formed spines would persist throughout adult life. If a fraction of early 

formed spines were maintained over a lifetime, they may serve as substrates for preserving 

basic cortical functions and early memories. Otherwise, the physical substrates of early 

memories would have to be re-established in synaptic networks that are formed later in 

adulthood.
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To address this question, we measured the survival of existing spines over many months in 

barrel cortex under SE and EE. We found that in 4-month-old adult mice, ~86% and ~83% 

of existing spines are maintained over a period of 5 months under SE and EE, respectively 

(Fig. 4b). Based on the survival of existing spines over 5–18.5 months, we estimated that 

~90% adult spines have an average lifetime of ~90 months under SE and ~71 months under 

EE (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Information 3). Furthermore, we found that ~78% and ~73% 

of existing spines are maintained from postnatal day 30 (P30) to 2 months of age under SE 

and EE, respectively (Fig. 3b). Assuming a lifespan of 36 months, ~48% (under SE) and 

~37% (under EE) of spines existing at P30 would remain at the end of life (Fig. 4c). Thus, 

regardless of housing environments, a large fraction of spines that are formed before P30 in 

barrel cortex would persist throughout life. Because motor learning and novel sensory 

experience lead to a similar degree of spine remodelling in either young or adult mice (Figs 

1–3 and Supplementary Table), a large fraction of early formed spines are also expected to 

be stably maintained in the motor cortex. Together, these results suggest that spines formed 

early during development and surviving experience-dependent elimination could provide a 

scaffold for basic cortical function and lifelong memory storage.

By examining how spines reorganize and maintain in response to novel experiences (Figs 1–

4), our studies have revealed the existence of two populations of stable spines in synaptic 

circuits. One population constitutes new spines specifically induced by novel experience and 

maintained later in life. The other population comes from a large spine pool formed during 

early postnatal development, pruned by developmental experiences and surviving 

throughout adulthood. Because spines in both populations have an average lifetime between 

70 and 90 months (Fig. 4a, b), ~60–70% of them could persist over an animal’s life and 

directly support lifelong memories in synaptic circuits.

One prediction from such a synaptic model of memory storage is that information should 

still be maintained even though ~30–40% of synapses in the circuitry are lost. To test this 

experimentally, we trained animals on the rotarod task from P30 to P37 and tested their 

performance at 4 months of age, when ~30% of spines that existed at P30 were eliminated in 

barrel and motor cortices (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Table). We found that animals 

previously trained at P30 could still maintain their learned motor skills when tested again at 

4 months of age (Fig. 4d). Notably, the same training regime did not result in a significant 

increase in spine formation over 2 days in these previously trained mice (P > 0.2), whereas a 

different training regime did (P < 0.02) (Fig. 4e). These findings are consistent with the 

above synaptic model of memory storage, suggesting that dynamic (~30% spine loss) but 

largely stable circuits could maintain previously acquired skills.

By studying spine dynamics of layer V pyramidal cell apical dendrites, our results suggest 

that spine maintenance is a fundamental feature of neural circuits important for memory 

storage. However, it remains unclear whether the same rule regulating spine dynamics on 

layer V apical dendrites applies to spines in other cell types or cortical layers or regions. As 

shown below, by analysing age-dependent developmental profiles of spine number, we 

found evidence that stably maintaining a fraction of new spines and spines formed early in 

life is likely a general rule for lifelong information storage in the cortex.
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Many lines of evidence indicate that developmental change in synapse number is 

remarkably similar across different cortical layers and regions in a variety of species7,8,29,30. 

We found that in the dendrites of layer V and VI pyramidal neurons in mouse barrel cortex, 

the number of spines rose rapidly after birth, underwent a substantial net loss during late 

postnatal life and declined slowly throughout adulthood (Fig. 5a–c). Importantly, in the 

apical dendrites of layer V pyramidal cells, we found that the substantial net loss of spines 

during postnatal development was due to a combination of two factors: (1) a tremendous 

burst in spine formation early in life was followed by a rapid decline in spine formation 

from P19 to P30 (Fig. 5d); and (2) regardless of developmental stages, only a small fraction 

of newly formed spines were maintained by a similar prolonged process (Fig. 5e and 

Supplementary Fig. 7). Specifically, a substantial net loss of spines occurred during the late 

postnatal period because early formed spines (before P19) continued to be eliminated from 

P19 to P60 at a rate higher than that of new spine addition. The remarkably similar patterns 

of developmental spine loss in different cortical layers and species suggest that both a rapid 

decline in spine formation and maintenance of a fraction of new spines by a prolonged 

process are general rules in the development of the mammalian cortex (Supplementary 

Information 4).

If stably maintaining a fraction of new spines by a prolonged process is a common rule, do 

most adult spines in other cells and layers persist as those of layer V pyramidal cell apical 

dendrites? Assuming that spine formation is constant throughout adulthood and all spines 

that survive a prolonged process have the same average lifetime, τ, the total number of adult 

spines would change according to the equation A + Be−t/τ (Supplementary Information 5). 

Based on the gradual decline in spine number of apical dendrites of layer V pyramidal cells 

(Fig. 5a), we estimated that the average lifetime of adult spines is ~71 months. This number 

is highly comparable to the average lifetime of new stable spines (Fig. 4a; 73–80 months) or 

existing spines (Fig. 4b; 71–90 months) that we measured with the in vivo imaging 

approach. Furthermore, based on the age-dependent decline in spine density of basal 

dendrites of layer V and VI pyramidal cells (Fig. 5b, c), we estimated that the average 

lifetime of adult spines on these dendrites is ~70–125 months. Together, these projections 

suggest that (1) developmental profiles of spine number contain important information on 

spine dynamics, and (2) most adult spines in other cell types and cortical layers could be 

stably maintained and serve as substrates for long-term information storage.

Determining how long-lasting memories are stored in neuronal circuits remains a great 

challenge. Because synapses undergo rapid changes in response to environmental 

perturbations, it is unknown how dynamic synaptic circuits maintain indelible memories. 

Here we show that, despite ongoing circuit plasticity, two populations of stable spines are 

important for maintaining lifelong memories. Specifically, our findings suggest that a 

minute fraction of new spines (~0.04% of total spines) induced by novel experience, 

together with spines formed early during development and remaining after experience-

dependent pruning, represent a unique and stable physical entity for lifelong memory storage 

(Fig. 5f and Supplementary Discussion). The fact that most spines in such an entity persist 

underscores the fundamental importance of stably connected synaptic circuits in lifelong 

memory storage.
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METHODS SUMMARY

Mice expressing YFP (H-line) were used in all the experiments. Sensory enrichment was 

conducted by placing mice in standard mouse cages containing strings of beads whose 

positions were changed daily. Motor training was performed by placing mice on an 

accelerated motorized rod. The rotation speed was recorded when the animal could not keep 

up with the rotating-rod and fell. The performance was measured as the average speed 

animals achieved during the 20-trial training session per day. The procedure of in vivo 

transcranial two-photon imaging, spine density measurement and data quantification was 

described previously7,8. P values were calculated using Student’s t-test.

METHODS

Experimental animals

Mice expressing YFP in Layer V pyramidal neurons (H-line) were purchased from the 

Jackson Laboratory and group-housed in the Skirball animal facilities. All experiments were 

done in accordance with institutional guidelines.

Sensory enrichment

Sensory enrichment was conducted in standard mouse cages containing strings of beads 

hanging from the top of the cages (Supplementary Movies 1 and 2). The positions of bead 

strings were changed daily. Mice could move freely in these cages and had to navigate 

through the strings of beads to obtain food and water.

Rotarod training procedure

An EZRod system with a test chamber (44.5 cm × 14 cm × 51 cm, Accuscan Instruments) 

was used in this study. Animals were placed on the motorized rod (30 mm in diameter) in 

the chamber. The rotation speed gradually increased from 0 to 100 r.p.m. over the course of 

3 min. The time latency and rotation speed were recorded when the animal was unable to 

keep up with the increasing speed and fell. Rotorod training/testing was performed in one 

30-min session per day (20 trials in total). Performance was measured as the average speed 

animals achieved during the 20 trials. For control experiments, animals were either trialled 

20 times by placing them on the still rod for 2 min, then dropped to the bottom of the 

chamber (no-training control), or by forcing them to run on the rod rotating at a constant 

speed of 15 r.p.m. (non-accelerated rotarod control, 60 min in total with a 20-s break every 5 

min). A reverse running regime was introduced to provide pre-trained mice with a new 

motor learning experience. In this regime, animals were forced to run backwards on the 

rotating rod (speed increased gradually from 0 to 50 r.p.m. over 3 min) for 20 trials.

Identification of the forelimb region of the motor cortex and the barrel cortex

The location of imaging in the motor cortex is 1.3 mm anterior to the bregma and 1.2 mm 

lateral from the midline. In a previously published study31, this region has been identified 

through microstimulation as the location of forelimb representations in the same mouse 

strain as we used in our study. We confirmed this region of forelimb representations by 

microstimulation in our own hands. In addition, the location of imaging in the barrel cortex 
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is 1.1 mm posterior to the bregma and 3.4 mm lateral from the midline. We have previously 

confirmed this location is within the barrel cortex using cytochrome oxidase staining9. 

Because our imaging window was rather small (200 μm × 200 μm), we chose to use 

stereotaxic coordinates of previously mapped forelimb and barrel regions as the guide to 

study spine dynamics in motor and barrel cortices.

In vivo transcranial two-photon imaging

The degree of spine formation and elimination was obtained from longitudinal studies by 

imaging the mouse cortex through a thinned-skull window. Because thinning the skull to 

~20 μm at each imaging session without damaging the cortex becomes difficult after several 

chronic imaging sessions, we designed our experiments such that the same animals were 

imaged no more than four times. For the measurement of new spine survival in Fig. 2b, c, 

most but not all of the data came from chronic imaging of the same mice. For the 

measurement of new spine accumulation and existing spine survival in Fig. 4a, b, a total of 

57 animals were used (most of them were imaged twice, eight of them were imaged three or 

four times).

The surgery and imaging procedures are described below.

1. Anesthetize the mouse with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/xylazine mix 

(20 mg ml−1 ketamine, 3 mg ml−1 xylazine in saline, 5–6 μl g−1 body weight).

2. Carefully shave the hair of the scalp with a double-edged razor blade. Make a 

midline incision of the scalp with sterile surgical scissors. The incision should 

extend from the middle of the ears to the frontal area.

3. Remove the periosteum tissue with a microsurgical blade. The brain area to be 

imaged was localized based on the stereotactic coordinates and marked with a fine 

marker.

4. Place a small amount of glue around the edges of the internal opening of the skull 

holding plate and press it against the skull for a few seconds. Make sure that the 

area to be imaged is exposed in the centre of the internal opening of the skull 

holding plate.

5. Wait approximately 5 min until the plate is stably glued to the skull and then place 

the mouse on a cotton pad on top of an optional heating pad. Attach the skull 

holding plate to the skull immobilization device. Wash away unpolymerized glue 

with artificial cerebrospinal fluid.

6. Use a high-speed micro-drill to thin a circular area of skull (typically ~0.5–1 mm in 

diameter) over the region of interest under a dissection microscope. Drilling should 

be done intermittently to avoid overheating. Replace the artificial cerebrospinal 

fluid periodically and wash away the bone debris.

7. The mouse skull consists of two thin layers of compact bone, sandwiching a thick 

layer of spongy bone. The spongy bone contains tiny cavities arranged in 

concentric circles and multiple canaliculi that carry blood vessels. Remove the 

external layer of the compact bone and most of the spongy bone with the drill. 
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Some bleeding from the blood vessels running through the spongy bone may occur 

during the thinning process. This bleeding will usually stop spontaneously within a 

few minutes.

8. After removing most of the spongy bone, use a microsurgical blade to continue the 

thinning process until a very thin (~20 μm) and smooth preparation (~200 μm in 

diameter) is achieved.

9. Use a conventional epifluorescence microscope to check if dendrites and spines in 

the area of interest can be clearly visualized at this stage. The thickness of the skull 

can also be directly determined by visualization of the skull with a two-photon 

microscope.

10. A CCD (charge-coupled device) camera can be used to acquire a high-quality 

picture of the brain vasculature, which is used as a landmark for future relocation.

11. Carefully move the mouse to the two-photon microscope and select an area for 

two-photon imaging. The selected area is then carefully identified and marked in 

the CCD vasculature map.

12. Tune the two-photon microscope to the appropriate wavelength (920 nm for yellow 

fluorescent protein). Imaging is achieved by using 1.1 numerical aperture ×60 

water-immersion objectives.

13. Obtain a low-magnification stack of fluorescently labelled neuronal processes at ×1 

zoom, which serves as a more precise map for relocation of the same area at later 

time points in addition to the CCD image of brain vasculature. The stack is 

typically taken within ~200 μm below the pial surface. Additional higher 

magnification (×3 digital zoom) images can be taken by electronically moving the 

imaged area.

14. For re-imaging the same region, find the thinned region based on the brain 

vasculature map. Carefully remove the connective tissue that has re-grown on top 

of the thinned region using a microsurgical blade, and check the image quality with 

the two-photon microscope. The skull may need to be re-thinned.

15. Use a microsurgical blade to shave the skull carefully until a clear image can be 

obtained.

16. Find the imaged region under a fluorescence microscope. Align the region 

according to a ×1 zoom map under the two-photon microscope, then zoom in to ×3 

to align it further.

17. After the image is precisely aligned with the first view, take images as previously 

described.

Data analysis

National Institutes of Health ImageJ software was used to analyse image stacks. The same 

dendritic segments were identified from three-dimensional stacks taken from different time 

points with high image quality (ratio of signal to background noise >4:1). The number and 

location of dendritic protrusions (protrusion length was more than one-third the dendritic 
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shaft diameter) were identified in each view without previous knowledge of the animal’s 

age, the interval between views or the order of the views. The total number of spines (n) was 

pooled from dendritic segments of different animals. Filopodia were identified as long, thin 

structures (generally larger than twice the average spine length, ratio of head diameter to 

neck diameter <1.2:1 and ratio of length to neck diameter >3:1). The remaining protrusions 

were classified as spines. No subtypes of spines were separated. Three-dimensional stacks 

were used to ensure that tissue movements and rotation between imaging intervals did not 

influence spine identification. Spines or filopodia were considered the same between views 

if their positions remained the same distance from relative adjacent landmarks. Spines were 

considered different if they were more than 0.7 μm away from their expected positions based 

on the first view.

Changes in cortical volume associated with motor skill learning and EE have been well 

documented previously32–35. It is important to note that because we measured spine 

dynamics on the same dendrites in the same animals over time, our measurements of spine 

elimination and formation were not sensitive to changes in cortical volume.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Motor learning and novel sensory experience promote rapid dendritic spine formation
a, Transcranial two-photon imaging of spines before and after rotarod training or sensory 

enrichment. b, CCD camera view of the vasculature of the motor cortex. c, Two-photon 

image of apical dendrites from the boxed region in b. A higher-magnification view of a 

dendritic segment in c is shown in d. d–e, Repeated imaging of a dendritic branch before (d) 

and after rotarod training (e). Arrowheads indicate new spines formed over 2 days. f, 
Percentage of new spines formed within 2 days in the motor cortex was significantly higher 

in young or adult mice after training as compared with controls with no training or running 
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on a non-accelerated rotarod. No increase in spine formation was found in the barrel cortex 

after training. g, After previous 2-day training, only a new training regime (reverse running) 

caused a significant increase in spine formation. h, EE increased spine formation over 2 

days in the barrel cortex in both young and adult animals. No significant increase in spine 

formation was found under EE when the whiskers were trimmed. i. After previous 2-day EE, 

animals switched to a different EE showed a higher rate of spine formation than those 

returned to SE. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. *P < 0.005. See Supplementary Table for 

the number of animals in each group.
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Figure 2. A fraction of newly formed spines persists over weeks and correlates with performance 
after learning
a, New spines induced by novel experience were identified in the first 2 days and followed 

over time. b, c, The survival of new spines (mean ± s.d.) over time under various conditions. 

A significantly larger fraction of new spines remained in mice trained repeatedly or housed 

under EE continuously. The lines represent two exponential fittings (r2 = 1). d, e, An 

animal’s performance at day 7 strongly correlated with new spines formed during the first 2-

day training and persisting at day 7 (d), but did not correlate with the total new spines 

accumulated from day 0 to 7 (e). Each circle represents an individual animal. The linear 

regression lines and correlation coefficients (r) are shown.
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Figure 3. Novel experience promotes spine elimination
a, b, Percentage of spines eliminated (mean ± s.d.) in young animals under various 

conditions. Rotarod training (a) or EE (b) for at least 7 days increased the elimination of 

existing spines (P < 0.05). c, EE increased the elimination of spines that existed for more 

than 2 days before EE exposure (P < 0.05). d, The elimination of existing spines over 7 days 

strongly correlated with an animal’s performance on day 7 (r = 0.94). Each circle represents 

an individual animal.
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Figure 4. Maintenance of daily formed new spines and spines formed during early development 
throughout life
a, New spine accumulation over time under SE and EE. Three exponential fits show that 

~0.8% of daily formed new spines decay with a time constant of 80 months under SE and 73 

months under EE. b, The percentage of adult spines remaining over time under SE and EE. 

Three exponential fits show that ~90% of adult spines have an average lifetime of 90 months 

under SE and 71 months under EE. c, A large fraction of spines formed before P30 persisted 

throughout life under SE or EE. The projections based on a and b are shown in the dashed 
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frame. d, Mice previously trained at P30 for 7 days showed better performance (mean ± 

s.e.m.) when assessed at 4 months of age than naive mice (P < 0.01). e, Only a new training 

regime (reverse running) caused an increase in spine formation in previously trained 

animals. Spine data are presented as mean ± s.d.
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Figure 5. Spine maintenance in different cell types and cortical layers
a–c, Age-dependent change in spine number is remarkably similar across different cell 

types/cortical layers in barrel cortex and contains information on spine dynamics. Total 

spine number (percentage of P19) of layer V pyramidal cell apical dendrites (a) was 

measured through in vivo imaging. Spine densities (mean ± s.e.m.) of layer V and layer VI 

pyramidal cell basal dendrites (b, c) were measured on dendritic segments located 50–100 

μm from the soma in fixed brain slices. d, Spine formation rate declined rapidly from P19 to 

P30 and remained low thereafter. e, Regardless of animals’ ages (P19, P30, 6 months), a 

fraction of new spines formed over 2 days were maintained over a similar protracted 

process. f, Schematic summary of spine remodelling and maintenance throughout life. 

Spines are rapidly formed after birth, undergo experience-dependent pruning during 

postnatal development and remain largely stable in adulthood. Learning or novel sensory 

experience induces rapid formation of new spines (~5% of total spines) within 1–2 days. 

Only a tiny fraction of new spines (~0.04% of total spines) survive the first few weeks in 

synaptic circuits and are stably maintained later in life. Novel experience also results in the 

pruning of a small fraction of existing spines formed early during development. New stable 

spines induced by novel experience, together with existing spines formed during early 

development and surviving experience-dependent pruning, provide an integrated and stable 

structural basis for lifelong memory storage, despite ongoing plasticity in synaptic networks.
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